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Abstract
Customer satisfaction is an essential aspect of customer care systems. It is imperative for such systems to be polite while handling the customer requests or demands. In this paper, we present a large multi-lingual conversational dataset for English and Hindi. We choose data from Twitter having both generic and courteous responses between customer care agents and aggrieved users. We also propose strong baselines that can induce courteous behaviour in generic customer care responses in a multi-lingual scenario. We build a deep learning framework that can simultaneously handle different languages and incorporate polite behaviour in the customer care agent’s responses. Our system is competent in generating responses in different languages (here, English and Hindi) depending on the customer’s preference and also is able to converse with humans in an empathetic manner to ensure customer satisfaction and retention. Experimental results show that our proposed models can converse in both the languages and the information shared between the languages helps in improving the performance of the overall system. Qualitative and quantitative analysis show that the proposed method can converse in an empathetic manner by incorporating courteousness in the responses and hence increasing customer satisfaction.
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1. Introduction
With the growth and progress in artificial intelligence (AI) along with natural language processing (NLP), dialogue systems have made a huge impact on humans by helping them in their daily works. Dialogue systems are perfect examples of human-computer interactions. Such systems are highly prevalent nowadays in the form of chatbots and personal assistants like Apple’s Siri, Microsoft’s Cortana, Amazon’s Alexa, and many more.

The primary objective of these automated applications is to assist humans and help them in the smallest possible ways as humanly as possible. Natural language generation (NLG) module of every dialogue system is an essential component as it presents the information to the user. To enhance the interactions between human and computers, recently researchers have focused on adapting different styles, emotions and personalities in text generation. Recent research has been inclined to make the system understand different languages giving rise to multi-lingual applications. With the significant focus on making the computer understand different languages as in [Masumura et al., 2018a; Masumura et al., 2018b; Upadhyay et al., 2018], researchers are aiming to make the dialogue systems language invariant as in real-world scenario. Also, for more extensive applications, it is crucial for these systems to be able to converse with humans in their preferred language, thereby increasing the usage and advancement of technology.

Providing assistance to the customer through social media channels is attaining high popularity. The centre of our current work focuses on incorporating politeness in customer care responses belonging to different languages. Due to the unavailability of large scale data for Hindi language, we create a conversational dataset from Twitter belonging to different companies having generic and polite/courteous responses for customer care agents. In this work, we aim at inducing courteous and empathetic phrases and modify the existing generic customer care responses for English and Hindi languages using adversarial training that helps in learning language invariant features. For better efficiency and proliferation of any organization, it is essential for the customer care agents to understand the different languages the users choose to converse in and hence be friendly and amiable to the customers.

While handling user queries, it is imperative for the customer care agents to provide customer satisfaction by acknowledging different situations the customers face with any company or application. For example, empathizing with the customers when they are in problem, apologizing when at fault, greeting and appreciating feedback, thereby ensure strong customer relations. In Table 1, we provide different use-cases for both the languages where the customer care agent can behave politely safeguarding better customer experience.

The primary objective of this work is to present an efficient deep learning framework that can generate polite customer care responses in both Hindi and English languages, enhancing the performance and usability of the existing Natural Language Generation (NLG) systems by being conversationally coherent and aware of customer’s emotional state. For either goal-oriented or open domain (chit-chat) conversational agents, the polite response is a significant advantage for the NLG
module for making the system human-like and increasing user interactions. The ability to respond politely in any given language can be incorporated in any NLG application for providing humanly essence to the system and making it more comfortable for the users. Thus, the primary motivation of this work is to develop systems that can converse with humans in their preferred language by making the responses polite and courteous, eventually leading to user satisfaction and high customer retention for any given brand or company.

The ability of such systems to understand the emotions of the users in different languages and responding in accordance with the emotion is a challenging task. Also, politeness is a virtue of humans, and to make a machine understand and behave amicably and courteously is an additional task for such systems. Hence, in this work, we propose a large-scale Hindi dataset for this task and evaluate using the baseline approach of Golchha et al. (2019) to incorporate politeness in customer care responses belonging to different languages and providing new research directions for showcasing the differences in politeness and courteous behavior across the languages.

We summarize the key contributions as follows:
(i) We create a large-scale Hindi conversational data, prepared from the actual conversations on Twitter.
(ii) We propose a robust response generation model for both Hindi and English languages by modeling the conversational history and the emotional state of the user by learning language invariant representation using adversarial training.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a survey of the related works. In Section 3, we explain the dataset description followed by the proposed methodology in Section 4. Experimental details, evaluation metrics and results are presented in Section 5 and Section 6, respectively. In Section 7, we present the concluding remarks followed by future direction.

2. Related Work

Natural language generation (NLG) module provides a platform to conversational agents through which they can communicate with the users, thereby assisting them in achieving their desired objectives. Natural language generation is one of the core components of every dialogue system (Shen et al., 2018; Vinyals and Le, 2015; Wu et al., 2018; Serban et al., 2017a; Serban et al., 2017b; Zhao et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018).

The authors in (Li et al., 2018) proposed a reinforcement learning-based approach for generating interesting, diverse and coherent dialogues. While the authors in (Raghu et al., 2018) employed a hierarchical pointer generator memory network for generating responses by handling out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words.

In this work, we make the responses more engaging by incorporating politeness in them, thereby differentiating it from the existing NLG systems. Hence, our system can add value to these existing NLG systems by making it polite, diverse and interesting. Therefore, it improves its usability and enhances its growth in terms of customer retention.

Recently, emotion classification in conversations (Majumder et al., 2018; Herzig et al., 2016) has been an interesting research area, which aims at making the system aware of different human emotions. Specifically, in customer support systems, it is crucial to understand the feelings of the user for providing proper assistance to them as investigated in (Herzig et al., 2016). Generating emotional responses (Zhou and Wang, 2018; Zhou et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2018) has been addressed in the past to give the systems humanly essence. Unlike the existing emotional response generation systems where emotions are explicitly provided, in our work we model the customers’ emotions through conversational history and provide polite responses by being emotionally aware of the users’ emotional state.

Lately, style transfer has been a growing research area with several works done in incorporating specific styles in the output texts which is different from the input texts (Carlson et al., 2017; Li et al., 2018a; Shen et al., 2017; Niu and Bansal, 2018; Fu et al., 2018) in an unsupervised fashion. The authors in (Golchha et al., 2019) proposed a reinforced pointer generator network for inducing courteous behavior in customer care responses. Also, there is a recent shift in building systems that are capable of understanding different languages (Li et al., 2018b; Do and Gaspers, 2019; Masumura et al., 2018a), hence making conversational agents robust in their applications.

In this work, we propose a novel system that is ca-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Generic Response</th>
<th>Polite Response</th>
<th>Behaviour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provide your looking info via dm.</td>
<td>We're here to help you, please provide your looking info via dm.</td>
<td>Assurance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>हम मामले पर गौर करेंगे। (We will look into the matter.)</td>
<td>यद दुनिया के लिए विश्वसनीय हैं, कृपया पता रखें जब तक कि हम मामले को न टेकें। (That’s disappointing to hear, please have patience until we look into the matter.)</td>
<td>Empathy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our team is working on getting your bags.</td>
<td>We're sorry for the extended travel time, our team is working hard on getting your bags, please have patience.</td>
<td>Apology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are you looking for?</td>
<td>Hey good evening, good to have you with us, please tell what are you looking for?</td>
<td>Greet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>हमें सभी अपनी प्रार्थना की है। (We have provided all the information.)</td>
<td>हमारे सेवा का उपयोग करने के लिए धन्यवाद, हमें सभी अपनी प्रार्थना की है। (Thanks for using our services, we have provided all the information.)</td>
<td>Appreciation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Examples of polite responses for both Hindi and English languages
pable of generating polite responses in different languages (in our case, Hindi and English) by learning language invariant features through adversarial training and modeling the differences in politeness across the languages.

3. Dataset
Customer satisfaction is the ultimate goal of every human-machine interactions hence, making the machine behave humanly is an important aspect of such systems. Courteousness is a virtue of humans that they imbibe in conversations. Polite behavior is imperative while dealing with customers and providing responses to them. With the recent shift in research to make the dialogue systems language invariant, it is important to have datasets of different languages. Our goal is to incorporate courteous behavior in a customer care response belonging to different languages. Due to the unavailability of multilingual conversational datasets involving less resource language like Hindi, we prepare a large dataset for the Hindi language from Twitter conversations belonging to different companies. We then focus on polite response generation for Hindi and English languages. The complete details of the prepared dataset are given below.

3.1. Hindi conversational dataset
As there does not exist any Hindi conversational dataset, we create our dataset for this particular task for the experiments. We follow the guidelines of the English dataset (Golchha et al., 2019) and similarly prepare the Hindi dataset. For preparing the Hindi dataset, we mine the real user interactions from Twitter in Hindi. We collected Hindi conversations between users and customer care agents for different companies. The statistics for both Hindi and English datasets are provided in Table 1. We prepare the generic responses by filtering out polite expressions, phrases and sentences from the actual responses.

3.1.1. Data description and source:
The conversations between various customers and the trained customer care agents of different companies on their Twitter handles were used for building the dataset. The Twitter data for Hindi was mined from twitter for different companies. To make a large-scale dataset we also translated some conversations from the Twitter data made available on Kaggle using Google translator. The translated conversations have been manually checked by three human translators proficient in the Hindi language. The inter-annotator agreement for the translated conversations was observed to be more than 90% indicating correct translation of the conversations in the Hindi language. The tweets in the dataset consist of the company names, unidentified user-ids along with time stamps and ids of the response tweets which are important for conversation reconstruction and proper analysis. We extract the conversations that begin with the company tweets and also filter out conversations having numerous responses to a single tweet. It is done to ensure the correct conversation flow and to retain exchanges based on suggestions/complaint, respectively.

3.1.2. Data information:
In the absence of a generic and courteous version of utterances in a conversation, we create our own dataset having both the generic information type utterances and the courteous utterances. The generic response utterances are prepared by removing the polite and courteous words, phrases, expressions and sentences from the actual response utterance. We assume that the actual responses to be the courteous form of the responses.

An example of the conversation from the dataset is shown below:

**Customer Utterance (Conversational Context):**
मेरा आई फोन एक मिनट पहले दूरी से काम कर रहा था और फिर अचानक काम बंद कर रहा।
(So my iPhone was perfectly working a minute back and then it stopped working just out of nowhere.)

**Customer care agent response utterance:**
मुझे यह अच्छा नहीं है। हम आपके साथ इस पर गौर करेंगे और देखें कि क्या हो रहा है।
(I am sorry, that’s not good. What trouble are you having? We’ll look into this with you and see what’s going.)

The above conversation is used to prepare the generic and courteous responses.

- **Generic Response:**

  आपको क्या परेशानी हो रही है?

  (What trouble are you having?)

- **Courteous/Polite Response:**

  आपके साथ इस पर गौर करेंगे और देखें कि क्या हो रहा है।

  (I am sorry, that’s not good. We’ll look into this with you and see what’s going.)

For our task, we need to filter out the courteous words, phrases, expressions, and sentences from a given customer care tweet. Hence, we divide the tweets into sentences. The entirely courteous (polite and non-informative) sentences are removed. Completely informative sentences are retained, while the sentences having both the courteous and informative information are transformed (to extract only the courteous information from these sentences). We characterize these three types of sentences as the following:

- **Informative sentences:** These are the sentences that comprise of the actual content of the tweet without having any courteous phrases or expressions. These sentences mainly consist of instructions, suggestions, assertions, and imperatives.

  **Example:**

  हमें फोन का संपूर्ण कॉन्फिगरेशन भेजें।

  (Send us the entire configuration of the phone.)
Courteous sentences: These are the sentences that do not contain any information and are purely polite. The sentences may comprise of greetings and expressions illustrating apology, enthusiasm, appreciation, empathy or assurance to the customers for increasing customer satisfaction.

Example:
हम यह सुनकर खुश हैं, रसीद के लिए हमें अपनी मेल जानकारी भेजें।
(We are happy to hear this, for the receipt send us your mail information.)

Hybrid sentences: These are the sentences that comprise of both the information as well as the polite/courteous expressions in them.

Example:
(We are extremely sorry for the inconvenience.)

Segmentation of Sentences: The tweets from the customer care agents are first obtained. Each tweet is then divided into the three types of sentences, (i). informative if they have purely information, and no courteous expression in it; (ii). purely courteous utterances; and (iii). hybrid sentence denoting both informative and courteous.

Clustering: The customer care agents of a particular company mainly use expressions and sentences belonging to similar patterns. Hence grouping these similar expressions and sentences before annotation helps in making the annotation process faster. The vector representation of the utterances using the FastText embeddings (Bojanowski et al., 2017) for the Hindi language is used to represent the utterances. We then use the K-means clustering algorithm (Aggarwal and Zhai, 2012) with $k = 300$ to cluster these sentences. Basically, by clustering, we intend to divide the sentences into groups, where the sentences in a particular group are highly similar to each other in comparison to sentences in other groups.

Annotation: The segmented and clustered sentences are annotated by three annotators proficient in the Hindi language. The annotators were asked to label each sentence into three categories that are courteous, informative and hybrid. The sentences labeled as hybrid was then used to prepare the generic sentences. Annotators were asked to remove the courteous phrases from the hybrid sentences to obtain only the informative part which is considered as the generic response. The annotators were also requested to remove the non-Hindi sentences, if any, from the dataset and filter them out. The phrases of words of any other language (if any) were also asked to be replaced by its subsequent Hindi words and phrases. For annotation, we observe a multi-rater Kappa agreement of 90%, which can be considered as reliable and substantial.

Generic response preparation: For a given utterance $U$ of the customer care agent having multiple sentences $u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_m$, we assume it is comprised of both informative and courteous sentences. In order to obtain only the generic part, we exclude the courteous sentences from the given utterance $U$, thereby retaining only the informative sentences. Also, for the hybrid sentences, we remove the courteous phrases/expressions while keeping the informative part of the utterance.

### 3.2. English conversational dataset:

The dataset is based on our prior work (Golchha et al., 2019). This dataset consists of real interactions between the users and customer care agents of different companies on their Twitter handles taken from Kaggle. The dataset comprises of conversations between agents and customers with every utterance in the conversation labeled as courteous, informative or hybrid. The utterances in the conversation having only polite expressions are tagged as courteous, while the utterances having pure information are marked as informative. Finally, the utterances having both courteous expressions and information are labeled as hybrid. The authors labeled the dataset with these three labels for preparing the generic responses for the proposed system.

The conversations are divided into train, validation and test sets as shown in Table 2. Each training instance is of the form: conversational history (last three utterances), generic response and courteous response.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Train</th>
<th>Valid</th>
<th>Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Conversation</td>
<td>140203</td>
<td>20032</td>
<td>40063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Utterances</td>
<td>179834</td>
<td>25642</td>
<td>51238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>Conversation</td>
<td>43207</td>
<td>8415</td>
<td>13472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Utterances</td>
<td>68745</td>
<td>11428</td>
<td>17315</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Dataset Statistics
Figure 1: Architectural diagram of the proposed model for joint training of Hindi and English. Inputs to the model are the conversational history and generic response; Gradient reversal layer is used to learn language invariant features; Polite responses for both Hindi and English are the generated outputs of the proposed model.

**Embedding Layer:** Word embeddings are usually trained through an unsupervised manner on a huge dataset, and then the embeddings are fine-tuned by the supervised training process. For word embedding, we use the pre-trained embedding model, FastText[^2] for both English and Hindi. The monolingual embeddings for Hindi and English are mapped in the same vector space using linear transformation as illustrated in (Artetxe et al., 2018). With this technique, embeddings for every language exist in the same vector space and maintain the property that words with similar meanings (regardless of language) are close together in the vector space. Hence, the words in English appear close to the words in Hindi in the embedding space. Thus, we train on one or more languages and learn a model that operates on words of a particular language that was not present during training.

**Contextual Encoder:** The context encoder captures the conversational history $C$, which is a sequence of user utterances $u_1, u_2, ..., u_n$, where $n$ is the total number of utterances in a given conversation. Each user utterance $u_n$ comprises of a sequence of words $w_1, w_2, ..., w_{n'}$ where $n'$ is the total number of words in a given utterance, and every word is represented by their pre-trained embeddings. We use the Deep-Moji (Felbo et al., 2017) output distribution that is pre-trained on the emoji prediction task to encode the utterances with their corresponding emotional states. A Bi-directional Long Short Term Memory (Bi-LSTM) [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997] layer is used for encoding the utterances, and their representations are denoted by $h^1_1, h^1_2, ..., h^1_n$, where $n$ denotes the $n_{th}$ word in the utterance. The last hidden state $h^n_n$ of the Bi-LSTM denoting the utterance representation is concatenated with the emotional representation of the given utterance to give the final utterance representation $f_d$. The final utterance representation $f_1, f_2, ..., f_n$ is encoded using a second hierarchical Bi-LSTM layer as hidden states $h^2_1, h^2_2, ..., h^2_n$. The conversational history is represented by the last hidden state $h^2_n$, and is thereby referred to as the conversational context vector $c$.

**Generic Response Encoder:** The word embedding sequence of the generic response for either Hindi or English language is encoded using the unidirectional LSTM network, and the obtained utterance representation is denoted by $h_i$.

**Decoder:** To calculate attention distribution over the encoder state, the decoder LSTM state $s_t$ is used at every decoder time step $t$.

$$e^t_i = v^T \tanh(W_h h_i + W_s s_t + b_{attn})$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$\alpha^t = \text{softmax}(e^t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $v$, $W_h$, $W_s$ and $b_{attn}$ are trainable parameters. This attention distribution guides decoder to focus on relevant encoder states at every time step. Context vector is calculated using weighted sum of the encoder states.

$$h^*_t = \sum \alpha^t_i h_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

To update the LSTM state $s_t$, the previous time step’s context vector $h^*_{t-1}$, $s_{t-1}$, word embedding of the previously generated word $w_{emb}(y_{t-1})$, and the conversation context vector $c$ is used.

$$s_t = LSTM(s_{t-1}, W_p[w_{emb}(y_{t-1}), h^*_{t-1}, c] + b)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

[^2]: https://fasttext.cc/
Pointer Generator Network: We use the mechanism analogous to (See et al., 2017) to help copy expressions from the generic response while producing a courteous reply for both languages. In pointer generator network, the model calculates two distributions, one over the vocabulary ($p_{	ext{vocab}}$) and the other over the encoded words ($p_{	ext{gen}}$).

$$p_{	ext{gen}} = \sigma(w_t^g h_t^s + w_s^g s_t + w_t^c c + b_{\text{gen}})$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

where $w_t^g$, $w_s^g$, $w_t^c$, and scalar $b_{\text{gen}}$ are trainable parameters and $\sigma$ is the Sigmoid function.

The final distribution over the union of the words of the generic response and the vocabulary words is calculated by:

$$P(w) = p_{\text{gen}}p_{\text{vocab}}(w) + (1 - p_{\text{gen}}) \sum_{i:w_i = w} \alpha_i^t$$ \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

Training and Inference: We jointly use teacher forcing, reinforcement learning and adversarial learning paradigms to train our model. If $\tilde{y} = \{\tilde{y}_1, \tilde{y}_2, \ldots, \tilde{y}_{n'}\}$ is the gold output tokens for given generic response tokens $c_i$ and conversation history $c_2$, the maximum-likelihood objective using teacher forcing is given by:

$$L_{\text{MLE}} = - \sum_{t=1}^{n'} \log P(y_t|\tilde{y}_1, \ldots, \tilde{y}_{t-1}, h_t^s, c)$$ \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

The teacher forcing algorithm discussed in the previous section suffers from exposure bias problem (Ranzato et al., 2016) due to the mismatch in training and inference procedures. One way to bridge the gap between training and inference is by augmenting the standard supervised learning with a reinforcement learning framework (Norouzi et al., 2016).

In other words, designing a task-specific reward function helps distribute the probability mass of the model among the valid sequences that do not occur in the training set. We are particularly interested in self-critical reinforcement learning (RL) (Rennie et al., 2017) algorithm for our polite generation task. This approach tackles the high variance problem in REINFORCE (Williams, 1992) estimator by choosing the greedy decoding score as a baseline. This results in an inference time algorithm without the need for training an additional “critic” network for quick baseline (value function) estimation.

During training, two output sequences are produced: $y^*$, obtained by sampling from the probability distribution $P(y_t^*,y_{t-1}^*, \ldots, y_1^*, D)$, and $y^c$, the greedy-decoding output sequence. We define $r(y, y^*)$ as the reward obtained for an output sequence $y$, when the ground truth sequence is $y^*$. The self-critical RL loss can be written as:

$$L_{\text{RL}} = \left( r(y^*, y^c) - r(y^c, y^c) \right) \sum_{t=1}^{n'} \log P(y_t^c|y_t^*)$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

Our reward function formulation for the task is the same as (Goldhka et al., 2019) i.e., BLEU score and emotion accuracy (the cosine similarity of the emoji distributions of the gold and generated responses).

Along with training using teacher forcing and reinforcement learning, we also use adversarial learning to learn language invariant representation. We use the gradient reversal layers to efficiently use stochastic gradient descent based training for optimizing adversarial language network. It allows the input vectors during forward propagation, and sign inversion of the gradients during backpropagation, to be utilized (Ganin et al., 2016; Masumura et al., 2018a). The probability of the language label can be computed as:

$$y_i = \sigma(GRL(c, h_t^s))$$ \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

$$L_{\text{AL}} = - \log p(y_i|y_i, c, h_t^s)$$ \hspace{1cm} (11)$$

where $y_i$ is the ground-truth language label (in our case it will be Hindi or English).

The maximum likelihood (ML) objective function is used to pre-train the model (Eq. 3) and then using a mixed objective function with a reduced learning rate:

$$L_{\text{mixed}} = \alpha L_{\text{RL}} + \beta L_{\text{MLE}} + (1 - \alpha - \beta) L_{\text{AL}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (12)$$

where, $\alpha, \beta$ are hyperparameters. Baselines: We develop the following models:

1. Seq2Seq: This is a Seq2Seq model with attention (Luong et al., 2015) and decoder conditioned on the conversational context vector $c$ (without concatenating emotional embedding).
2. Seq2Seq+P: This model is developed using the previous Seq2Seq model along with the copying mechanism of Pointer Generator Network.
3. Seq2Seq+P+EE: This model is developed using Seq2Seq + P along with emotional embeddings in the conversational context vector.
4. Seq2Seq+P+EE+RL: This model is developed using the previous model by adding mixed training of both machine learning and reinforcement learning.

5. Experiments

Implementation Details: All the implementations are done using the PyTorch framework. We use the same vocabulary for both the encoder and decoder. The vocabulary is collected from the training data, and we keep the top 50,000 frequent words. We use 128 dimensional fasttext (Smith et al., 2017) word embeddings. We use the dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) with probability 0.45. During decoding, we use a beam

3https://pytorch.org/
search with beam size 10. We initialize the model parameters randomly using a Gaussian distribution with Xavier scheme (Glorot and Bengio, 2010). The hidden size for all the layers is 512. We employ AMSGrad (Reddi et al., 2018) as the optimizer for model training to mitigate the slow convergence issues. We use uniform label smoothing with $\epsilon = 0.1$ and perform gradient clipping when gradient norm is over 5. We monitor smoothed running loss on the validation set for early stopping and finding the best models for decoding.

Table 4: Human evaluation results for Fluency, Content Adequacy and Politeness Consistency (All values are in percentages.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>CA</th>
<th>Politeness Consistency Kappa Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Our Model</td>
<td>45.88</td>
<td>42.52</td>
<td>42.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>Our Model</td>
<td>35.42</td>
<td>40.54</td>
<td>41.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Automatic evaluation: In addition to conventional metrics such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and perplexity, we also use two task-specific metrics such as Emotional Accuracy (EA) and Content preservation (CP) for automatic evaluation as described in (Golchha et al., 2019).

Human evaluation: We adopt a human assessment to compare the efficiency of various models to comprehend the quality of the generated polite responses same as (Golchha et al., 2019). For human evaluation, we randomly chose 700 samples from the test set for both the languages. Six human annotators with postgraduate exposure on both Hindi and English languages (three each for a language) were allocated to assess the polite responses produced by the different models for the specified three metrics, given the generic response along with conversation history for a particular language. The metrics for human evaluation are (i) Fluency (F): checks whether the generated responses are grammatically correct; (ii) Content Adequacy (CA): no loss of information in the generated response in comparison to the generic responses; (iii) Politeness Consistency (PC): politeness added to the generic responses is consistent with the history of the conversation. The fluency and content adequacy scoring system is 0: inaccurate or incomplete, 1: mildly right, 2: correct, whereas the scoring system for politeness consistency is -1: improper, 0: inadequate/not-polite, 1: suitable, respectively. For the above metrics, we calculated the Fleiss kappa (Fleiss, 1971) to evaluate consistency between raters. The fluency, content adequacy and politeness consistency kappa score is 0.77 indicating “considerable agreement”.

6. Results and Analysis

Automatic evaluation results: In Table 3, we present the results of the different models. The experimental results without joint training showcase the results of the various models when Hindi and English languages were trained independently (i.e., training on a particular language and testing on the same language). While the experimental results with joint training showcased the results of various models when both Hindi and English were trained simultaneously. From the results, it is evident that the joint training of both the languages has helped in improving the performance of both Hindi and English in comparison to the individual models (i.e., only Hindi or English). For English, there is a significant improvement of 1.9% in BLEU score while the model is jointly trained on both the languages. While there is an increased improvement of 1.33% (overall 3.23%) using our proposed model which incorporates adversarial training. The proposed model performs significantly better than the other models for all the evaluation metrics, and the performance of each model is statistically significant compared to the baseline.

Similarly, the emotional accuracy of our proposed model by jointly training both Hindi and English is 2.7% and 1.09% better than the individual models, respectively. In Table 3, we present a few examples of the polite responses generated by our proposed model for both English and Hindi.

Human evaluation results: In Table 4, we present the human evaluation results of joint training for both the languages. In the case of fluency, our proposed model for both the languages performs better than the baseline sequence-to-sequence model. There is an
improvement of more than 5% in comparison to the baseline model. Also, in the case of content adequacy, the proposed model shows an increase of 5% and 6% for English and Hindi, respectively, in contrast to the baseline models. Similarly, for the politeness consistency, the polite responses generated by the proposed model for Hindi has a score of 46.99% indicating that the model has been successful in generating polite responses in accordance to the conversational history. Also, for English, the score is 49.57% for politeness consistency. Hence, it validates the fact that our proposed model is capable of generating polite and courteous responses than the baselines. From this assessment, we can infer that the responses generated by our model are not only consistent but also provide information but can also induce polite behaviour by making the responses diverse and interesting.

Error Analysis: To conduct a thorough qualitative analysis of the generated responses, we further analyze the outputs produced by our proposed model. Some common types of errors include:

1. Incomplete responses: There are instances when the generated responses are left incomplete as unknown token gets predicted due to out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. This phenomenon is common for Hindi responses as the number of unknown tokens are more in comparison to English. For example, Gold: .. which store in minneapolis did you visit ?; Predicted: .. which store in unk unk ....

2. Extra information: There are instances when the predicted responses contain more information than the generic responses. This happens mostly for English responses as the number of training examples is more in comparison to Hindi. For example, Gold: Send us a dm.; Predicted: Please send us a dm. Did you want to know about other information ?

3. Mixture of languages: The generated responses, sometimes in the case of Hindi, contains English words as well. This is mainly because the number of training examples is more for English. Gold: अपने इंटरनेट पर सेवक यूनिक्स में कौन है?; Predicted: कौन अपने इंटरनेट पर सेवक यूनिक्स में कौन है?

4. Wrong polite expression: The proposed model, for both the languages, sometimes generates wrong polite expressions with respect to the conversational context. Gold: we are here, reply by dm about the bag details and ..; Predicted: thanks for the feedback, enjoy your day..

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have proposed a novel research direction of incorporating politeness across languages. For Hindi and English languages, we transform the generic responses to courteous responses, thereby providing user satisfaction and helping the companies/organisations in building strong customer relations leading to customer retention. With different languages, the politeness varies as courteous expressions changes, thereby making the task even more challenging. For this work, we have prepared a large Hindi customer care conversational dataset by mining real user interactions from Twitter. Our proposed models can handle both the languages and can simultaneously generate polite responses for a given language by modelling the conversational history and being emotionally aware of the state of the user through the emotional embeddings. Experimental results show that the proposed models have been capable of inducing politeness in the generic responses for both Hindi and English by being contextually correct and in accordance to the emotional state of the user without any loss of information that is present in the generic responses.

In future, we would like to extend this work for more languages and investigate the change in politeness across multiple languages. Also, we would look into a code-mixed scenario, when two languages are mixed and see the usage of politeness in this situation.
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